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Introduction

Radiotherapy treatment planning requires a magnetic resonance (MR) volume for segmentation of
tumors and organs at risk, and a spatially corresponding computed tomography (CT) volume for dose
planning. Separate acquisition of these volumes is time-consuming, costly and a burden to the patient.
Alternatively, a synthetic CT image derived from an MR image would enable MR-only radiotherapy
treatment planning, thereby omitting the additional acquisition of a CT scan [1]. Previously proposed
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for CT synthesis required pairs of aligned MR and CT images
for training based on a voxel-wise loss [2, 4, 5]. However, the availability of MR-CT training pairs
may be limited and misalignment within training pairs may cause blurring in synthesized CT images.
We leverage recent advances in generative adversarial network (GAN) research and propose to use a
CycleGAN model for CT synthesis [6], which can be trained without the need for paired training data
and voxel-wise correspondence between MR and CT. Instead, the synthesis CNN is trained based on
the overall quality of the synthesized image as determined by an adversarial discriminator CNN. To
prevent synthesis of images that look real but bear little similarity to the input image, an additional
synthesis CNN translates the synthesized image back into an image that is as similar as possible to
the original image.
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Materials and Methods

This study included brain MR and CT images of 24 patients who underwent radiotherapy treatment
planning for brain tumors. For evaluation purposes, MR and CT images of the same patient were
aligned using rigid registration based on mutual information following a clinical procedure and
resampled to a 183 × 288 × 288 voxel volume with a voxel size of 1.00 × 0.87 × 0.87 mm3 . A head
mask excluding surrounding air was obtained in the CT image and propagated to the MR image.
We used a CycleGAN model with a forward and a backward cycle (Fig. 1) [6], each containing
three CNNs. In the forward cycle, CNN SynCT translates an input MR image IM R into a CT
image, SynM R translates a synthesized CT image SynCT (IM R ) back into an MR image, and
DisCT discriminates between synthesized SynCT (IM R ) and real CT images ICT . The backward
cycle is trained jointly with the forward cycle, translating CT images into MR images and back
into CT images. The backward cycle uses the same CNNs SynCT and SynM R , and an additional
discriminator network DisM R that aims to distinguish synthesized MR images from real MR images.
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Figure 1: The CycleGAN model consists of a forward cycle and a backward cycle. In the forward
cycle, an input MR image IM R is transformed into a CT image, compared with reference CT images
and transformed back into an MR image. In the backward cycle, an input CT image is transformed
into an MR image, compared with reference MR images and transformed back into a CT image.

Figure 2: Input MR, synthesized and reference CT images, and absolute error between the CT images.
The synthesis and discriminator networks are optimized using adversarial objectives. While DisCT
and DisM R aim to distinguish synthesized CT or MR images from real images, networks SynCT
and SynM R try to synthesize images that cannot be distinguished from real images. In addition,
SynCT and SynM R aim to minimize the difference of images that are transformed back to their
original domain with respect to the original image.
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Experiments and Results

The model was trained using images of 18 patients and tested using images of 6 patients. From each
volume, 183 sagittal 2D images were extracted. The PyTorch implementation provided by the authors
of [6] was used in all experiments2 . Parameter optimization using Adam [3] took 52 hours on a single
NVIDIA Titan X GPU. MR to CT synthesis with a trained model took around 10 seconds.
Figure 2 shows an example MR input image, the output of CT synthesis, and the corresponding
reference image. The model learned to differentiate between structures with similar intensity values
in MR but not in CT, such as bone, cerebrospinal fluid and air. The difference image shows that
differences may be partly caused by the reduced image quality in the neck area and misalignment
between the MR image and the reference CT image. The average mean absolute error (MAE) between
synthesized and reference CT images was 73.7 ± 2.3 HU. In comparison, errors were substantially
higher for a model trained with paired training data and a voxel-wise loss term, which resulted
in an average MAE of 89.4 ± 6.8 HU. In addition, we found that MR images reconstructed from
synthesized CT images were remarkably similar to the original MR image.
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Discussion and Conclusion

We have shown that a CNN can be trained to synthesize a CT image from an MR image using
unpaired and unaligned MR and CT training images. In contrast to previous work, the model learns to
synthesize realistically-looking images guided only by the performance of an adversarial discriminator
network and the similarity of back-transformed output images to the original input image.
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https://github.com/junyanz/pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix
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